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SOME OBSERVATIONS

ON

THE EFFECTS OF THE EUROPEAN WARS ON STUDENT OPINION

INTRODUCTION

 

The outbreak of war in Europe has greatly increased

the responsibilities of the students who remain in the uni-

versities in two respects. The first is the responsibility

for helping fellow students in distress. The report of Inter-

hatone Student Service shows what is being done for the

‘collection and distribution of funds for this purpose, and

both the W.S.C.F. and its national organisations are deeply

concerned in the work and hope to вое even closer collabora-

tion established with other studentorganisations. The second

responsibility is for maintaining the university tradition.

One aspect of that tradition as it was described in the

"conversations" at Luxembourg, is the obligation "to hold the

mirror up to society and to enable it better to understand

itself”, or, as some preferred to saÿ, to use "knowledge for

the purpose of exerting a good influence on the political and

cultural life of the nation". How far can students be said

to be fulfilling any such function in Europe today? What can

‘the International Students Organisations do to help then?

, »”

The World's Student Christian Federation has recently

"received replies to some questions on this subject which were



x)
addressed to S.C.1M. leaders in sixteen universities of

Western Europe, and other replies from university students

in Canada, China and the United States. The replies con-

sist of "personal impressions" by individual students and

are primarily concerned with the reactions of groups which

are predominantly Protestant. Nevertheless they do provide

interesting material, which it would be useful to compare

with information in the hands of the other international

student organisations. In the time available it is only

possible to make a brief analysis of the replies and to add

Some observations. The antes Че sreatly simplified by the

quite extraordinary similarity of mood and often of opinion

which is reported to exist among students in all the countries

concerned.

STUDENTS AND THE CHURCHES

 

The period 1914-18 was a time in which student criti-

cism of the churches and particularly of the stand taken by

Christian leaders on the war issues was strongly expressed in

XX)
many countries. Accordingly the first section of the

questionnaire was concerned with student thought about the

function of the Churches in time of war. Almost without

exception the replies stated that there is very little dis-

рр

x) Brussels, Manchester, Bristol, Oxford, Toulouse, Nimes,
Bordeaux, Dublin, Belfast, Londonderry, Leyden, Basle,

Lausanne, Edinburgh, St. andres, Cardiff - and Toronte,

Edmonton, New York and Shanghai. Replies from the Scan-

dinavian countries were unfortunately delayed too long.

Steps are being taken to collect information about the

thinking of German students but the results are not yet

available.
xx) See e.g. Miss Ruth Rouse "The Federation in the World

War 1914-18", pp, 11-12,



cussion even among Christian students on the specific function

of the Church in war time, What is even more significant is

the fact that students in universities as different as Toronto,

Tublin, St. .ndrews and Leyden reported that there was less

discussion in Varch than in September. Individual Christian

leaders in the allied countries who have spoken in terms of

a "holy war" or a "crusade" have been sharply criticised by

many students; but ecclesiastics who have taken this line

publicly are still only a small minority in most churches,

and students seem to be more critical of the failure of the

churchesin general’ to give any definite lead than of the

"general line" followed since September by the majority of

Christian leaders. Although a minority are said to be in-

creasingly conscious of the significance of the existence of

the churches in all countries anû of the movements for

Reunion, the majority of Christian students do not seem to

look beyond the boundaries of the national churches or to

ask from them anything more than suggestions for the guidance

of individual consciences.

MORAL JUDGMENTS ON THE ISSUES

On the whole question of moral judgments concerning

responsibility for the war and the issues at stake, reports

from nearly all the countries concerned contain evidence of

a considerable divergence of opinion between the older

generation of national leaders and students. "There is a

greater degree of cynicism amongstudents than among the

older generation (Edmonton)." "Not many expect a change

for the better, although older people appear to do so"

(Edinburgh). Even in the Allied countries students are



generally unwilling to accept the view that "Hitler" or

"National-socialism" are exclusively to blame, There is a

"widespread uneasiness and vague distrust" of propaganda

which puts the issues in terms of black and white. Hatred,

discussion of moral issues are felt to be "too disturoing

and perplexing to be general" (Dublin). For many students

the Russian attack on Finland seems to have been giving a

severe blow to any attempt to distinguish clear issues. It

is frequently stated that the causes of the wars are now

seen to be so complex that it is impossible for students to

come to any sure волей about them. The questionnaire

suggested three main categories for the discussion of

causes - political, economic and "spiritual". One reply

sums up the impression given by a good many others in

stating that among students in general most attention is

given to political 812565 + in the Allied countries

especially to the political developments of the period

since 1933; leftwing students on the other hand stress

economic causes; and a small minority of Christian students

give greatest weight to "spiritual causes" summarised in

such phrases as "the end of liberal понайви"; The first

group naturally tend to reach conclusions favourable to

the Allied governments and class the National-socialist and

Communist régime together. The second concentrate more on

criticism of the political chiefs of France and Great

Britain and on aspects of home policy; they are opposed to

National-socialism, but they doubt the sincerity of Allied

statements of peace-aims and belicve that all that is

really intended is a restoration of the political and

economie status quo ante; since the Finnish war they are



sharply divided in their attitude to the U.S.S.R. The small

minority who try to think in "spiritual terms" are liable to

fall either into a kind of individualism which leads to con-

centration on individual "conversion" 'to the exclusion of

any real political thinking, or with a "catastrophism" which

regards the destination of European civilisation as an inevi-

table consequenee of the abandonment of a common foundat ion

of Christian faith by large sections of the population in all

“countries. |

As far as estimates of the possible results of the

war are concerned there is then a good deal of discussion.

(This aspect is discussed more fully below). On the other

hand this pessimism has not led in the belligerent countries

to any marked increase in pacifism or in the neutral countries

to unwillingness to prepare for national self-defence, There

is "little enthusiasm for the war, but no lack of determina-

tion to go through with it". "A small percentage are taking

a pacifist position, the rest regarding it as a sinful affair

but cannot find grounds on which they can dissociate them-

selves from the conflict", The war is à "necessary evil".

Students are "reluctantly in favour". If these reports give

at all an accurate impression of the general attitude there

is surely a great contrast here with the enthusiasm with

which students joined up in England; Germany and the United

States when their countries entered the world war, In any

case every report (except that from-New York) states that

the number of pacifists is very small and is falling. In

Toulouse it is said that even those who have pacifist со п-

victions now prefer not to speak of them (chiefly because

nearly all are women). Official figures from Great Britain



of men applying from exemption from military service confirm

the statements in our reports. The percentage of pacifists

in the contingents called up in the Autumn was $; in the last

contingent it was 1.4.

HOPES FOR THE FUTURE

In general the reports are nearly unanimous in stating

that among students there is little hopeful discussion of

"peace aims". This scepticism is so much emphasised that it is

well to reinforce this statement by a larger range of quota-

tions than have been given hitherto. Brussels reports that

"something better than Versailles is hoped for, but there is

much scepticism regarding profound social and international

changes. ...the hope of any kind of United States of Europe

is utopian; there might be a reformed League - but can

governments be trusted?" In Toronto "most students are

inclined to despair that anything very creative can come out

of the struggle". In Bristol, "there has been much discussion

of peace-aims and there is now, especially since the Finnish-

U.S.S.R. war - a growing feeling that mich discussion is use-

less... the only change is increasing bewilderment and des-

pair of being sure of anything." In Oxford, where there is

that recognition of the moral and spiritual basis necessary

for a new world order, it is generally a cause of pessimism

"...(there is) a growing realisation that when the war is

over, there will be insoluble problems. facing us, that is,

insoluble politically and economically". In Toulouse

students "don't in the least believe that this war will be

the last and are characterised by 'disquiet and apathy'."

In Dublin, "no one is entertaining hopes of a better inter-



national order". In Leyden, "many are sceptical and cynical"

and changes for the better are not expected, fears being

stronger than hopes... Many, listening to speeches about war

aims, fear for a new Voreniiles!, In Edinburgh, "some students

think things are so bad that it doesn't matter... and not many

expect a change for the better", The same note is struck in

the replies to the specific questions concerning schemes for

"Federal Union" and the like, A large proportion of the report:

 

dismiss such schemes as 'utopian'. At most the position in

other universities resembles that in Leyden where though "many

think about the possibility and Wy the problem, few believe

in it.”

Answering the subsidiary question: "What military

position must be reached before fruitful negotiations can

begin?" reports from Brussels and from most of the universi-

ties in belligerent countries express the opinion that the

only means of effecting a change of régime in Germany, which

is regarded as "the essential condition of peace", is the

inflicting of a severe military defeat: but in Leyden and

New York it is felt strongly that “negotiations should be

undertaken as soon as possible - a serious defeat of one side

being the defeat of all" and in Dublin andin Edinburgh "the

fatalistic view that stalemate is inevitable" is said to be

growing stronger. Minority groups in other universities are

also aware of the dilemma that they believe that the National-

Socialist government can only be changed by defeat but believe

that the long process of securing a German defeat would almost

inevitably produce on both sides psychological conditions

similar to those which led to the rise of national-socialism.



Under the heading "special problems" the corres-

pondents in neutral countries referred the discussions on

"spiritual neutrality" and those in belligerent countries

stress the gradual disappearance in students! minds of any

distinction between the "national-socialist" régime and the

German people; a gradually rising tide of hatred against the

latter, and a tendency for the more intelligent and politi-

cally minded students, who fell more and more sceptical

about good coming out of. the war, to concentrate their

attention exclusively on social questions "at home".

A final section on the work of the World's Student

Christian Federation showed that for a small minority of

Crristian students, the existence and work of the Federa-

tion as a visible link on a Christian basis between stu-

dents in countries on both sides had increased in signifi-

cance since the war began. There is among many students an

increasing sense of isolation within national frontiers

and a demand for more news of student thought in other

countries. But even within the membership of the Student

Christian Movements these are concerns of a minority only.

CONCIUDING REMARKS

Such are the main characteristics of the replies

received to the W.S.C.F. questionnaire. It is not claimed

that these replies can be regarded as an adequate basis for

very definite generalisations about the effects of war on

student opinion; but they are at least contributory evidence

which will be of valuein making any such judgments. It

would be very useful to compare with the evidence in the

hands of leaders of the other international student
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organisations. lfeanwhile I should like to make a personal

commente

The most striking feature of the reports is undoubtedly

the way in which in answering one question after another, all

but two or three of the writers refer again and again to thc

mood of pessimism and even cynicism which prevails among their

contemporaries in college. Various explanations for this pessi-

mism have been suggested in the reports themselves and by those

who have read them. Partly it seems to be a "result of the

kind of peace propaganda which for twenty years has particularly

emphasised the horrors and the futility of modern war". That

"the war may well seem the end of civilisation" - whichever

sids wins - is the belicf of a considerable number of students,

who remember little of the world war and who have experienced

only the recent period of increasing disillusionment. Partly

it is the result of extreme leftwing political movements which

have certainly gained an increased number of student supporters

in recent years and months; some of those who take this line

have strong positive convictions concerning the truth of the

Marxist analysis; a larger number seem to be motivated rather

by a deep distrust of certain politicians who are still in

power in France and Great Britain and by lack of confidence in

the abilities of the moderate socialist leaders. Partly it is

undoubtedly a result of the special difficulties of university

life under war conditions. lost of the older, students and

national leadershave been mobilized: most of those who are

‘left are taking shortened courses, and all are unsettled by

the complications resulting from the evacuating of civil

populations and universities, and by the inevitable feeling

that under the circumstances much academic work is either
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useless or impossible to tackly effectively.

But although these explanations account for the fact

that certain tendencies in our Western civilisation are more

easily to be discussed among students than among other groups

in the population, they do not seem to me to account fully for

the existence of these tendencies. There is a constant swing

of the pendulum in human thought. Student opinion always tends

to get to greater extremes than publie opinion in general but

it swings in the same direction. In this case I would like to

suggest that the disillusionment of students is a symptom of

a graver sickness which affects Western European civilisation

as a whole.

This sickness has various aspects - but at root it is

a espert loss of faith in the moral and religious realities,

which gave direction and life and unity to the civilisation

of which we are the heirs. To summarize a long analysis -

during the last four hundred years an optimistic faith in

man has gradually replaced the Christian faith of the medieval

Church, the Reformation and the Counter-reformation, as the

real religion of the West. This optimistic humanism underlies

both nineteenth century liberalism and the mysticism of Marx,

and it reached its apogee in the hopes entertained by many

people in 1918 which were embodied internationally in the

League. The leaders of the proletariate who were the victims

of nineteenth century industrial developments, and popula-

tions of the great powers defeated in 1918, have now seen,

or rather felt, that this optimistic humanism was unfounded,

They have therefore turned violently to faith in the com-

munist collectivity or in the totalitarian state. Finally

in the democracies - the strongholds of the liberal ideal,



the outbreak of war has given what may be a mortal blow to what

was left of individualistic, optimistic belief in the inevitabi-

lity of progress or the ability of man to save himself from

disaster. The realist's critique of such optimism leads either

to a cynicism which reduces all political relationships to

terms of pure power and which sees nothing at stake in the

Furopsan wars but a struggle between different imperialisms, or

to a pathetic faith in the possibility of building small units

of society based on truer principles which may survive the flood

of destruction. In both савев the attempt to find a principle

which will unite the believers in different "ideologies"

integrate thought and serve as the basis for international law

and order is regarded as hopeless...

Will it not then be agreed that, in face of this wide-

spread cynicism and hopelessness of organisation which function

in the student world is to help students to find for themselves

and for the society in which they live, an integrating prin-

ciple which can give meaning to their own lives and hope for

the reconstruction of Western society? In comparison with this

task everything else that we attempt to do is of secondary

importance. It is my profound conviction that we must take

council together at Paris on the means whereby this task can

be fulfilled.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS

ON

THE EFFECTS OF THE EUROPEAN WARS ON STUDENT OPINION

INTRODUCTION

The outbreak of war in Europe, has greatly increased

the responsibilities of the students who remain in the ande

versities in two respects. The first is the responsibility

for helping fellow students in distress. The report of Inter-

national Student Service shows what is being done for the

collection and distribution of funds for this 09 and

both the W.S.C.F. and its national organisations are deeply

concerned in the work and hope to See even-closer collabora-

tion established with other student organisations. The second

responsibility is for maintaining the university tradition,

One aspect of that tradition as it was described in the

"conversations" at Luxembourg, is the obligation "to hold the

mirror up to society and to enable'it better to understand

itself", or, as some preferred to say, to use "knowledge for

the purpose of exerting a good influence on the political and

cultural life of the nation". How far can students De said

to be fulfilling.any such function in boedo today? What can

the International Students organisations do to help them?

The World's Student Christian Federation has recently

received replies to some questions. on this subject which were



x)
addressed to S.C.M. leaders in sixteen universities of

Western Europe, and other replies from university students

in Canada, China and the United States, The replies con-

sist of "personal impressions" by individual students and

are primarily concerned with the reactions of groups which

are predominantly Protestant. Nevertheless they do provide

interesting material, which it would be useful to compare

with information in the hands of the other international

student organisations. In the time available it is only

possible to make a brief analysis of the replies and to add

some observations. The analysis’ is greatly simplified by the

quite extraordinary similarity of mood and often of opinion

which is reported to exist among students in all the countries

concerned.

STUDENTS AND THE CHURCHES

 

The period 1914-18 was a time in which student criti-

cism of the churches and particularly of the stand taken by

Christian leaders on the war issues was strongly expressed in

manya) Accordingly the first section of the

questionnaire was concerned with student thought about the

function of the Churches in time of war. Almost without

exception the replies stated that there is very little dis-

ee

 

X) Brussels, Manchester, Bristol, Oxford, Toulouse, Nimes,
Bordeaux, Dublin, Belfast, Londonderry, Leyden, Basle,

Lausanne, Edinburgh, St. andres, Cardiff - and Toronte,

Edmonton, New York and Shanghai. Replies from the Scan-

dinavian countries were unfortunately delayed too long.

Steps are being taken to collect information about the

thinking of German students but tre results are not yet

available.
xx) See e.g. Miss Ruth Rouse "The Federation in the World

War 1914-18", pp, 11-12,
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cussion even among Christian students on the specific function

of the Church in war time. What is even more significant is

the fact that students in universities as different as Toronto,

Tublin, St. .ndrews and Leyden reported that there was less

discussion in March than in September. Individual Christian

leaders in the allied countries who have spoken in terms of

a "holy war" or а "crusade" have been sharply criticised by

many students; but ecclesiastics who have taken this line

yublicly are still only a small minority in most churches,

and students seem to be more critical: of the failure of the

churches in general to give any definite lead than of the

"general line" followed since September by the majority of

Christian Vendors Although a minority aresaid to be in-

creasingly conscious of the significance of the existence of

the churches in all countries and of the movements for

Reunion, the majority of Christian students do not seem to

look beyond the boundaries of the rational churches or to

ask from them anything more than suggestions for the guidance

of individual consciences.

MORAL JUDGMENTS ON THE ISSUES

On the whole question of moral judgments concerning

responsibility for the war and the issues at stake, reports

from nearly ali the countries concerned contain evidence of

a considerable divergence of opinion ‘between the older

generation of national leaders and students. "There is a

greater degree of cynicism among students than among the

older generation (Edmonton)." "Not many expect a change

for the better, although older people appear to do so"

(Edinburgh). Even in the Allied countries students are



generally unwilling to accept the view that "Hitler" or

"National-socialism™ are exclusively to blame, There is a

"widespread uneasiness and vague distrust" of propaganda

which puts the issues in terms of black and white. Hatred,

discussion of moral issues are felt to be "too disturoing

and perplexing to be general" (Dublin), For many students

the Russian attack on Finland seems to have been giving a

severe blow to any attempt to distinguish clear issues. It

is frequently stated that the causes of the wars are now

geen to be so complex that it is impossible for students to

come to any sure conclusions about them. The questionnaire

suggested three main categories for the discussion of

cauges - political, economic and "spiritual". One reply

sums up the impression given by a good many others in

stating that among students in general most attention is

given to political causes - in the Allied countries

especially to the political developments of the period

since 1933; leftwing students on the other hand stress

economic causes; and a small minority of Christian students

give greatest weight to "spiritual causes" summarised in

such phrases as "the end of liberal humanism". The first

group naturally tend to reach conclusions fawurable to

the Allied governments and class the National-socialist and

Communist régime together. The second concentrate more on

criticism of the political chiefs of France and Great

Britain and on aspects of home policy; they are opposed to

National-socialism, but they doubt the sincerity of Allied

statements of peace-aims and believe that all that is

really intended is a restoration of the political and

economic status quo ante; since the Finnish war they are



sharply divided in their attitude to the U.S.S.R. The small

minority who try to think in "spiritual terms" are liable to

fall either into a kind of individualism which leads to con-

centration on individual "conversion" to the exclusion of

any real political thinking, or with a "catastrophism" which

regards the destination of European civilisation as an inevi-

table consequence of the abandonment of a common foundat ion

of Christian faith by large sections of the population in all

countries.

As far as estimates of the possible results of the

war are concerned there is then a good dcal of discussion.

(This aspect is discussed more fully below). On the other

hand this pessimism has not led in the belligerent countries

to any marked increase in pacifism or in the neutral countries

to unwillingness to prepare for national self-defence. There

1s "little enthusiasm for the war, but no lack of determina-

tion to go through with it". "A small percentage are taking

a pacifist position, the rest regarding it as a sinful affair

but cannot find grounds on which théy can dissociate them-

selves from the conflict". The war is a "necessary evil".

Students are "reluctantly in favour". If these reports give

at all an accurate impression of the general attitude there

is surely a great contrast here with the enthusiasm with

which students joinedup in England, Germany and the United

States when their countries entered thé world war, In. any

case every report (except that from:New York) states that

the number of pacifists is very small and is falling. In

Toulouse it is said that even those who have pacifist con-

victions now prefer not to speak of them (chiefly because

nearly all are women). Official figures from Great Britain



of men applying from exemption from military service confirm

the statements in our reports. The percentage of pacifists

in the contingents called up in the Autumn was 3; in the last

contingent it was 1.4.

HOPES FOR THE FUTURE

In general the reports are nearly unanimous in stating

that among students there is little hopeful discussion of

"peace aims". This scepticism is so much emphasised that it is

well to reinforce this statement by a larger range of quota-

tions than have been given hitherto. Brussels reports that

"something better than Versailles is hoped for, but there is

much scepticism regarding profound social and international

changes: ...the hope of any kind .of United States of Europe

is utopian; there might be a reformed League - but can

governments be trusted?" In Toronto "most students are

inclined to despair that anything very creative can come out

of the struggle". In Bristol, "there has been much discussion

of peace-aims and there is now, especially since the Finnish-

U.S.S.R. war - a growing feeling that much discussion is use

less... the only change is increasing bewilderment and des-

pair of being sure of anything." In Oxford, where there is

that recognition of the moral and spiritual basis necessary

for a new world order, it is generally a cause of pessimism

" ..(there is) a growing realisation that when the war is

over, there will be insoluble problems facing ug, that is,

insoluble politically and economically”. In Toulouse

students "don't in the least believe that this war will be

the last and are characterised by "disquiet and apathy'."

In Dublin, "no one is entertaining hopes of a better inter-



national order". In Leyden, "many are sceptical and cynical"

and changes for the better are not expected, fears being

stronger than hopes... Many, listening to speeches about war

aims, fear for a new Versailles". In Edinburgh, "some students

think things are so bad that it doesn't matter... and not many

expect a change for the better". The same note is struck in

the replies to the specific questions concerning schemes for

ا Union" and the like. À large proportion of the report.

dismiss such schemes as .‘utopian'. At most the position in

other universities resembles that in Leyden where though "many

think about the possibility and study the problem, few believe

in it."

Answering the subsidiary question: "What military

position must be reached before fruitful negotiations can

begin?", reports from Brussels and from most of the universi-

ties in belligerent countries express the opinion that the

only means of effecting a changeof régime in Germany, which

is regarded as "the essential condition of peace", is the

infliéting of a severe military defeat: but in Leyden and

New York it ig felt strongly that “negotiations should be

undertaken as soon as possible ~ a serious defeat of one side

being the defeat of all" and in Dublin and in Edinburgh "the

fatalistic view that stalemate is inevitable" is said to be

growing stronger; Minority groups in other universities are

also aware of the dilemma that .they believe that the National-

Socialist government can only be changed by defeat but believe

that the long process of securing a German defeat would almost

inevitably produce on both gides psychological conditions

similar to those which led to the rise of national-socialism.



Under the heading "special problems" the corres-

pondents in neutral countries referred the discussions on

"spiritual neutrality” and those in belligerent countries

stress the gradual disappearance in students! minds of any

distinction between the "national-socialist" régime and the

German people; a graduallyrising tide of hatred against the

latter, and a tendency for the more intelligent and politi-

cally minded students, who fell more and more sceptical

about good coming out of the war, to concentrate their

attention exclusively on social questions "at home".

A final section on the work of the World's Student

Christian Federation showed that for a small minority of

Crristian students, the existence and work of the Federa-

tion as a visible link on a Christian basis between stu-

dents in countries on both sides had increased in signifi-

cance since the war began. There is among many students an

increasing sense of isolation within national frontiers

and a demand for more news of student thought in other

countries. But even within the membership of the Student

Christian Movements these are concerns of a minority only.

CONCIUDING REMARKS

Such are the main characteristics of the replies

received to the W.S.C.F. questionnaire. It isnot claimed

that these replies can be regarded as an adequate basis for

very definite generalisations about the effects of war on

student opinion; but they are at least contributory evidence

whieh will be of value in making any such judgments. It

would be very useful to compare with the evidence in the

hands of leaders of the other international student
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organisations. Hoanwhile I should like to make a personal

comment. ض

The Leet striking feature of the reports is undoubtedly

the way in which in answering one question after another, all

but two or three of the writers refer again and again to the

mood of pessimism and even cynicism which prevails among their

contemporaries in colleges Various explanations for this pessi-

mism have been suggested in the reports themselves and by those

who have read them. Partly it seems to be aPramus of the

kind of pcace propaganda which for twentty years нае partisulenly

emphasised the horrors and the futility of sen war". That

"the war may well seem the end of civilisation" - whichever

sido wins - is the belicf of a considerable number of students,

who remember little of the world war and who have experienced

only the recent period of increasing disillusionment. Partly

it is the result of extreme leftwing political movements whieh

have certainly gained an increased number of student supporters

in recent years and months; some of those who take this line

have strong positive convictions concerning the truth of the

Marxist analysis; a larger number seem to be motivated rather

ty a deep distrust of certaín politicians who are still in

power in France and Great Britain and by lack of confidence in

the abilities of the moderate socialist leaders. Partly it is

undoubtedly a result of the special difficulties of university

life under war conditions. Most of the older students and

national leaders have been mobilized: met of those who are

left are taking shortened courses, and all areunsettled by

the complications resulting from the evacuating of civil

populations and universities, and by the inevitable feeling

that under the circumstances much academic work is either
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useless or impossible to tackly effectively.

But although these explanations account for the fact

that certain tendencies in our Western civilisation are more

easily to be discussed among students than among other groups

in the population, they do not seem to me to account fully for

the existence of these tendencies. There is a constant swing

of the pendulum in human thought. Student opinion always tends

to get to greater extremes than publie opinion in general but

it swings in the same direction. In this case I would like to

suggest that the disillusionment of students is a symptom of

a graver sickness which affects Western European civilisation

as à whole.

This sickness has various aspects - but at root it is

a general loss of faith in the moral and religious realities,

whioh gave direction and life and unity to the civilisation

of which we are the heirg. To summarize a long analysis -

during the last four hundred years an optimistic faith in

man has gradually replaced the Christian faith of the medieval

Church, the Reformation and the Counter-reformation, as the

real religion of the West: This optimistic humanism underlies

both nineteenth century liberalism and .the mysticism of Marx,

and it reached its apogee in the hopes entertained by many

people in 1918 which were embodied internationally in the

League. The leaders of the proletariate who were the victims

of nineteenth century industrial developments, and popula-

tions of the great powers defeated in 1918, have now seen,

or rather felt, that thisoptimistic humanism was unfounded,

They have therefore turned violently to faith in the com-

munist collectivity or in the totalitarian state. Finally

in the democracies - the strongholds of the liberal ideal,
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the outbreak of war has given what may be a mortal blow to what

was left of individualistic, optimistic belief in the inevitabi-

lity of progress or the ability of man to save himself from

disaster. The realist!s critique of such optimism leads either

to a cynicism which reduces all political relationships to

terms of pure power and which sees nothing at stake in the

European wars but a struggle between different imperialisms, or

to a pathetic faith in the possibility of building small units

of society based on truer principles which may survive the flood

of destructions In both cases the attempt to find a principle

which will unite the believers in different "ideologies"

integrate thought and serve as the basis for international law

and order is regarded as hopeless...

Will it not then be agreed that, in face of this wide-

spread cynicism and hopelessness of organisation which function

in the student world is to help students to find for themselves

and for the society in which they live, an integrating prin-

ciple which can give meaning to their own lives and hope for

the reconstruction of Western society? In comparison with this

task everything else that we attempt to do is of secondary

importance. It is my profound conviction that we must take

council together at Paris on the means whereby this task can

be fulfilled.





  


